


Modern, sleek façade with stylish interiors and high end inclusions sums up this boutique 
development. Symmetry is taking apartment living in Crace to a whole new level with a multitude 
of one and two bedroom apartment designs. Architecturally designed to maximize open planned 
living space whilst taking advantage of the wonderful aspect, proximity to shops, cafe’s, parks, 
ponds and transport. Symmetry Apartments Crace is an exciting development that astute buyers 
have been searching for.
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Core Constructions have consulted with award winning interior designers and architects to 
create a seamless design that combines fixtures, materials and colours into a marvelous sense 
of functionality. By incorporating household names such as Smeg, Methven and Caesarstone we 
have been able to make these apartments even more desirable. The quality fittings and finishes 
will delight even the most discerning buyers. With two, in vogue, yet timeless colour schemes to 
select from, Symmetry gives you the choice.

Spacious light filled living areas Smeg Gas Cooktop, oven and Range-hood appliances

Caesar Stone kitchen bench-top Kitchen and bathrooms with Methven Tapware

Stainless Steel dishwasher

Generous courtyards and balconies

Modern yet timeless interior designed bathroom & kitchen

Multiple Data points and TransACT Fibre to the home

Covered parking with storage facilities

Heating/cooling Semi-Framless Shower Screens



Crace has certainly lived up to the hype of being one of 
Canberra’s most exciting and desirable new suburbs to live in. 
The hip new shopping complex housing Supabarn Express, Club 
Lime gym, Coffee Guru, a hair salon and restaurants are right on 
your doorstep. A medical and dental practice has commenced 
construction close by with a Childcare Centre commencing 
construction in the very near future.

With land releases now exhausted, Crace boasts newly established 
parklands, playgrounds, and ponds with other high end homes 
and terraces quickly filling the Crace streetscape, you don’t want 
to miss out on being part of this thriving community.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION : Core Building Group and it’s agent has provided the information 
in this brochure in respect of the development for information purposes only. CoreBuilding 
Group and it’s agent does not  warrant or accept responsibility for completeness, timeliness or 
accuracy of the information contained in this brochure. All floor plans, finishes and images are 
for illustrative purposes only therefore use only as a guide. Core Building Group reserve the 
rights to revise plans and specifications without notice or obligation. 


